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Teams
Files, conversations, and 

calendar meetings in public 
channels

OneDrive & Sharepoint
All files with file structure, all 
site collections, document 

libraries, and site assets

Outlook Mail, Calendars, and Contacts
All contact information, events, and 
emails, notes, and folder structure

Why SaaS Protection for Microsoft 365?

While Microsoft 365 does include primitive restore capabilities for lost data, two major issues arise when using 
their tools: lost data and lost time. Therefore an independent data backup solution separated from the app 
itself is necessary to avoid the most common data loss pitfalls.

The result? Peace of mind knowing that your critical Microsoft 365 data is backed up 3 times a day. Our SaaS 
Protection also gives you the option to store an unlimited amount of data in a private, purpose-built cloud 
maintained by Datto, our vendor solution partner.  

Why is Microsoft 365 Backup Insufficient?
There is a misconception that Microsoft provides sufficient backup, but this is not the case. Let’s take a look at why relying on Micro-
soft to keep your business data safe puts you at risk and how data loss can occur:

Permanent deletion: When a
SharePoint Online administrator
deletes a site collection, all data will 
be placed in the Recycle Bin where 
it is kept for 93 days. It is
automatically and permanently 
deleted after this time, and there is 
no rollback option

Ransomware: If your business
suffers a ransomware attack, this 
puts you at risk of losing not only 
your valuable business data but also 
a hefty sum of money to
criminals—without any guarantee 
your files will be unlocked.
Microsoft recommends third-party 
backup as the only way to recover 
from data loss associated with
ransomware encryption

Simple, automated, and secure backup that covers Exchange,
OneDrive, Sharepoint, Teams, and more.

Fast and Effortless Restore
To maintain a secure and compliant business environment, SaaS Protection doesn’t just backup your data, it enables you to save 
money and effort by preserving inactive Microsoft 365 users for as long as you need it. Therefore by reducing time spent on backups, 
your IT team can focus on strategic initiatives that drive growth for your business. 

What is Covered by SaaS Protection for Microsoft 365?

Inactive licenses and app outages: 
An active Microsoft 365 license is 
required to access data. Unfortu-
nately, inactive or
deprovisioned user data is per-
manently deleted, and there is no 
rollback option. Additionally, uptime 
is great until an outage occurs, 
planning for the unexpected is key 
to recovering quickly when an app 
outage occurs.


